Lib~Chip RFID Security Gates

Reduce inventory shrinkage with RFID security gates!

The Lib~Chip RFID solution can utilize either the Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) bit, or the Application Field Identifier (AFI) for security purposes. The security gates are 100% safe for all types of print and digital media, and search exclusively for the security status set on the RFID tag. This means that regardless of the Data Model used, or the connection to the ILS, Libramation’s security gates will always trigger when required.

The gates activate sound alarms and flashing lights should someone attempt to pass through with unauthorized items.

The security gates are available in different models, all compliant to ADA standards, to fit all library décor, including customized wood panels. The gates have different installation options, including direct mount, base plate or buried cable, and are available in single, dual and triple aisle configurations to meet all your library’s needs.

Enhanced Security Options

Libramation offers enhanced security options to provide a more robust solution for your library.

These include a display notification feature that allows the library to see which items triggered the alarms, and a patron counter attached to the gates.

Specifications:

Physical Dimensions*:

Panel: 11 4/5” L x 65 1/3” H x 2” D
(29.97 cm W x 165.95 cm H x 5.08 cm D)

Base: 11 4/5” L x 4 3/4” W x 3/5” H
(29.97 cm L x 12.06 cm W x 1.52 cm H)

Power Requirements:

Gates: None

Control Box:
115V/AC/1PH
Max draw 18 W

*Based on one Kameleon Antenna